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Predictor: required to address the Recommendation of the next App

smartphones are the most widely used devices throughout the world.

1.1 Motivation
Too many apps ;
Limited device's screen
It may take a long time for the user to search for a
particular app among the large number of installed apps.
It is important to be able to quickly and accurately predict the
next app to be used.

Predictor: For this reason, mobile OS that can

1.2 App Market
• predictions using user context of App
history records as 「Warm Start」.
• installing and launching the prediction
strategy for the first time as 「Cold Start」.

Predictor: want to implement App Usage Recommender System

Refine the research into two questions:
Q1 : How can we effectively extract useful data in predicting the next app?
Q2 : Compared with existing works, what performance can we improve?

Evaluate the performance：
Modeling Time
Average Prediction Accuracy
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2.1 Related works in Warm-Start
•

Question 1 : some algorithms do not consider the increasing
training data available over time, which causes the prediction
accuracy to decrease.

•

Question 2 :some algorithms do consider the aggregation of
training data over time, they rebuild their models using all
historical data once the amount of new data has reached a
certain limit, thus greatly increasing the remodeling time.
we want to shorten the remodelling time required to account for the increasing data in a mobile device.
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2.2 Related works in Cold-Start
• most of the cold-start related works are aimed at mining
potential data of new users and similar users. so as to match
corresponding users from the cloud.
• but ignored the fact that App itself also changes its
periodicity as time, place and sensor changes.
We think that App usage periodicity is regularly followed under different conditions.

It not only compensates for the data sparseness of similar users but also
increases the predictive flexibility when the user's environment changes.

Prototype

Our android Prototype can predict different results depending on changing conditions
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3.1 Data preprocessing
At the beginning, many research works utilize the frequency of app used as computing parameter.

Session Features (SFs) : We extract the following App correlation events that
This figure shows that correlation between used apps may have a strong contribution to the accuracy of app prediction
appear before or after the action.
Last Opened App
Last AudioCable 「headset or not」
Last LocationChanged
Last ChargeCable
Last WiFiConnected
Last DataConnected 「4G or not」
Last BluetoothConnected
Last LightChanged

the more SFs are considered, the higher the accuracy is; However, more preprocessing
time is required to convert more SFs into vectors.

Natural Language Processing (NLP):
convert SFs to vectors
The main purpose of using SFs is to find the similarities between training instances.
One way to convert the SFs into distance vectors is to leverage the word2vec.
e.g. somebody use word2vec to determine whether two books are written by the same person.
Count words with a frequency of more than 100 times; Output them to the vector space.

Predictor: We found that them cannot be coincident, so the 1 and 2 are not written by the same person.

Word2vec in our dataset
Smaller the distance between two events is, the closer two events are.

Predictor: right Figure is only a plane diagram, the distance relationships between instances are
calculated in a multidimensional vector space

Euclidean Distance

3.2 The kNN Model
The attributes of each cluster Oi in kNNM are stored as a 4-dimensional:
<Cls(Oi), Sim(Oi), Num(Oi), Rep(Oi)>.
Cls(Oi) represents the name of cluster Oi.
Sim(Oi) represents the radius of cluster Oi.
Num(Oi) represents the number of instances in cluster Oi.
Rep(Oi) represents the central instance of cluster Oi.
The distances are taken as the training instances that are input into the prediction model. We use knnm to get the initial training results.

But we want to shorten the remodelling time,so how to deal with the incremental data?
when the new data comes, we can utilize the Incremental kNN Model to build up the new model.

The IkNN Model (incremental learning)
The concept of layers is added to the kNN model. The attributes of each cluster are
described by a 5-dimensional tuple.
In each training process with incremental data in IkNN Model, we need to determine
whether the incremental data can be covered by an existing cluster.
• < Cls(Oi), Sim(Oi), Num(Oi), Rep(Oi), Lay(Oi)>.
• Error Classified Instances > threshold → Lay(Oi)+1
it should be noted that the some instances in a cluster may be different from the name of the cluster.
ECI indicates the classification of the cluster is not accurate and need to form a new cluster with a higher layer value

if the incremental data instance meets one of these conditions, it doesn't need to
compare all the clusters, which saves considerable remodeling time already.

3.4 How to predict the result?

If event can be covered by a single cluster, the model outputs the name of that cluster.

Predictor:When an event is input into the ICkNN model, the model first calculates the
distances between event and other clusters in the dataset.

3.4 How to predict the result?

If event can be covered by multiple clusters, the algorithm outputs
the name of the highest-layer cluster.
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3.4 How to predict the result?

If event can not be covered by any clusters, the algorithm outputs
the name of the nearest cluster.
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3.5 Evaluation
in warm start
More accurate than
the fastest algorithm.
Faster than
the most accurate algorithm.

Although the MFU and LU have low modeling time, but their performance becomes worse when the
number of apps decreases.
TAN can achieve the top performance when predicating one app. But when we compare 5 apps, the
average accuracy of IkNN Model and ICkNN Model are best and modeling time of them is moderate.
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Predictor: we propose a novel App Cold Start, which combines the user similarity and the App periodicit

4.1 User similarity (User-based Collaborative Filtering)
User-based CF is is the most commonly
used method, and we are no exception.
●

Application installation list (A)

●

Power consumption list (p)

●

Network consumption list (n)

The User-based CF is to give recommendations to new users based on the most similar users.

Methods: Cosine similarity + Top K

4.2 App periodicity (item-based Collaborative Filtering)
·Time 「high time-varying frequency (HTVF)」
·Location 「DBSCAN algorithm」
·Sensor 「Data Discretization; Data Integration」
we need to integrate the time, location and sensor to reflect the change of periodicity.

is 「App periodicity」

Model: Apriori algorithm is used to analyze
the association rules of most frequent App launching sequences.

4.3 Fusion framework
US 「User similarity」
IS 「App periodicity」
UIS 「intersection of both」
It is noted that we improved the App cold-start prediction accuracy in comparison with other works,
because we added the IS (App periodicity) and UIS(intersection of both) on the basis of US (User similarity).

Predictor:To simplify the calculation, we introduce two independent value r and d.

Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
X, Y, Z : user x about App periodicity z of App y
L: the total number of predicted Apps

Predictor:Simply, it is to minimize the error between the truth data and the predictions data .

4.4 Evaluation in cold start
—Accuracy of Predictor itself : user-based CF 38% ; item-based CF 42%; fusion 53%.
—Comparison Predictor with other Algorithms: Neither good nor bad.

First we want to understand Predictor's own accuracy, and secondly we want to understand the comparison with other algorithms.

Even results of Semi-supervised learning algorithm or extra data are better, but it is not a universal solution in App Cold Start.

In addition, in order to show the difference between the five methods in modeling time, we compared the modeling time of two sets of data

the modeling time of extra data and semi-supervised learnings significantly longer than that of Predictor matrix decomposition .

4.5 Warm-Start v.s. Cold-Start
how many days in the beginning the performance of Cold Start can surpass Warm Start

X axis : days increase. Y axis App prediction accuracy
in the first four days, the performance of Warm Start is worse than Cold Start

5. Conclusion
IkNN incremental algorithm
→ Smoothly address the problem of slow remodeling under the shift of

application status and the change of human preference.

A fusion cold-start framework
→ which combines the User Similarity and the App Periodicity, through

the dynamic complementary advantages of the two, to provide users with
recommendations for the app.

the first time utilizing an incremeantal knn algorithm, we implement a solution for app usage prediction.

